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Introduction 
This document provides customers and partners with help in carrying out their year-end closing and 
demonstrates how SAP Business One can support the individual steps of the year-end closing process. 

 CAUTION 

The procedures described in this document do not guarantee the accuracy of the content or the 
completeness of the year-end closing. You are responsible for carrying out all the appropriate 
operations and providing the appropriate documentation to ensure accuracy. You must discuss 
the process in detail with your tax consultant or the person responsible for your year-end 
closing. 

The document presents general concepts that you apply to your specific situation. The 
character of this document is generic and globally based on the system procedures. Country-
specific regulations and other financial reporting principles are not covered. 

 NOTE 

Some of the SAP Business One functions and features cannot be automatically compliant with 
IFRS. Therefore, adjustments have to be made for some localizations. 

For the most recent information on product details regarding the year-end closing process, see 
SAP Note 800291. This note also provides information about additional queries and tools 
available for the year-end closing process. 

 NOTE 

If you are working with the SAP Business One 8.8 release, note the following: 

 In SAP Business One 8.8, you can choose between two different skin styles for the 
graphic interface of the application: Classic and SAP Signature Design. The default style 
is SAP Signature Design. The screenshots in this document were taken using the 
Classic skin style. 

 If you are working with a perpetual inventory system in SAP Business One 8.8, the 
name of the Inventory Valuation report is Inventory Valuation Simulation Report. For 
more information, see the online help for SAP Business One and the document How to 
Set Up and Manage a Perpetual Inventory System in 8.8 in the documentation area of 
SAP Business One Customer Portal at 
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

http://service.sap.com/sap/bc/bsp/spn/smb_searchnotes/display2.htm?note_langu=E&note_numm=800291
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
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Timing Constraints 
It is not always possible to reconstruct a report backdated to the cut-off date in SAP Business One. 
Therefore, we strongly recommend that once you have entered and completed all transactions for the 
previous fiscal year, and before entering any transactions for the new fiscal year, you back up your 
production database. The backup saves the status of the previous fiscal year. 

 CAUTION 

SAP Business One automatically calculates the item costs for items managed by the moving 
average or the FIFO valuation method. You cannot access item costs backdated to a specific 
cut-off date. Therefore, we recommend that after you enter all transactions for the previous 
year, and before you enter anything for the new fiscal year, you save the item costs as of the 
cut-off date in a specific year-end price list. You can then use this price list for the valuation of 
the inventory backdated to the cut-off date. For information, see Material Valuation. 

To ensure that no transactions are entered into the new fiscal year before the previous one is 
completed, and that the year-end price list has been saved, we recommend that you not create 
any new periods yet. 

 CAUTION 

You must manually ensure that all figures are reproducible using the appropriate printouts. 

This also applies when you use queries. In this case, we recommend that you export the results 
to a Microsoft Excel file and print them out. 
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Preparation 

Checks 
Checking the Document Numbering 
The Check Document Numbering report lets you verify that all documents are continuous and that numbers 
have not been assigned twice. This report checks for any gaps in numbering and for double assignment of 
numbers within the document number ranges. If no data is returned, the assignment of document numbers is 
correct and without omissions (within the definition). 

 EXAMPLE 

Administration → Utilities → Check Document Numbering 

In the selection criteria window, select the checkboxes for all relevant documents with which 
your company is working. 

 
 

 NOTE 

This report only checks for correct numbering within the specified document number ranges. If 
gaps exist in the document number ranges, the application does not recognize these gaps as 
errors in the report. 

 CAUTION 

It is the responsibility of your organization to ensure that the document number ranges have 
been set up correctly and that authorization settings allow only authorized users to change the 
number ranges. 
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Checking the Completeness of Documents 
You can use the draft documents function to check whether all accounting-relevant documents are posted. 
Examples of such documents include:  

• Deliveries 

• Returns 

• Invoices 

• Credit memos from purchasing and sales 

• Inventory transfers 

• Journal vouchers  

At this stage, you should also check documents that are not relevant for accounting, for example, orders and 
purchase orders.  

 EXAMPLE 

 Reports → Sales and Purchasing → Document Drafts Report 

 Reports → Banking → Payment Drafts Report 

 Banking → Outgoing Payments → Checks for Payment Drafts 

 Financials → Journal Vouchers 

Regarding completeness, only the documents that meet the following criteria are displayed: 

• Open 

• For all users 

 
 

SAP Business One does not delete document drafts after their posting, but they are not 
considered as open drafts. To delete document drafts, in the Document Drafts window, right-
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click the relevant draft row and choose Remove. Alternatively, select the relevant row and from 
the Data menu, choose Remove. 

 CAUTION 

If a draft document refers to a period that is already closed, do not reopen the period to post the 
document. Instead, enter the document with a posting date from a period that is open. 

Checking for Negative Inventory 
Before you take inventory, ensure that there is no negative inventory. If there is negative inventory, it is likely 
that some goods receipt POs, A/P invoices, or other receipts into inventory have not been posted. You need 
to post these before you begin inventory counting or any other year-end activities. 

To check for negative inventory, use one of the following methods:  

• Use the Inventory Status report: 

a. From the SAP Business One Main Menu, choose Reports → Inventory → Inventory Status. 

b. Specify the selection criteria and run the report. 

c. In the report, sort by the In Stock column. All negative stock is displayed at the top of the list. 

• Use the Drag & Relate function: 

a. From the SAP Business One Main Menu, choose Drag & Relate → Inventory → Items.  

b. Use a filter with the following condition: In Stock is smaller than 0. 

Checking for Execution of Payment Runs 
You can use the payment wizard to check whether any saved payment runs that should have been executed 
have the Recommended status. This ensures that you do not forget saved payment procedures that belong 
to previous periods. 

 EXAMPLE 

Banking → Payment Wizard 
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In the Payment Wizard - Payment Run Selection window, select the Load Saved Payment Run 
radio button. To sort all payment runs by status, double-click the Status column header. 

Checking Statistical and Clearing Accounts 
In SAP Business One, you can use statistical and clearing accounts for various business transactions that 
require a closing balance of zero to guarantee completeness of the business transaction. You must check 
these accounts. 

Examples for using statistical or clearing accounts include: 

• Opening balances amounts 

• Making external postings (for example, payroll) 

• Making any corrections; all clearing accounts should be closed 

Checking for Completeness of Bank Statements 
In SAP Business One, whether you are using the Cash & Bank function of the Payment Engine add-on or 
the Bank Statement Processing functionality, you can save bank statements as drafts. This function enables 
you to access and finalize the bank statement at a later time or date. 

To reconcile your bank accounts, you must first finalize or delete all the existing draft bank statements. 

 NOTE 

 Previously posted draft documents still exist in the system; you must delete them 
manually. 

 For more information about bank statement processing, see the document How to Use 
Bank Statement Processing in the documentation area of SAP Business One Customer 
Portal at http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

Inventory Count 
Preparing for Inventory Tracking 
Before performing inventory tracking, you must first ensure organizationally that no inventory posting takes 
place during inventory tracking. The simplest way to accomplish this is to lock document numbering for the 
following document types: 

• Sales: delivery, return, A/R invoice, A/R credit memo 

• Purchasing: goods receipt PO, goods return, A/P invoice, A/P credit memo 

• Inventory: inventory transfer, goods receipt, goods issue 

• Production: production order  

Even when you lock these documents, you can still enter inventory balances as opening balances or 
inventory differences. If necessary, you can prevent this by using authorizations. 

http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
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 EXAMPLE 

Administration → System Initialization → Document Numbering 

To lock a specific document type, in the Document Numbering – Setup window, double-click 
the document row and in the series window, select the Lock checkbox. 

For example, to lock all deliveries, in the Document Numbering – Setup window double-click 
the Deliveries row. In the Series – Deliveries – Setup window, select the Lock checkbox. 

 
 

You can use the Initial Quantities, Inventory Tracking and Inventory Posting function to prepare lists for 
counting. You can print the count lists from the Inventory Tracking window. We recommend that you use the 
selection options corresponding to the logistical organization of the warehouse. 

 EXAMPLE 

Inventory → Inventory Transactions → Initial Quantities, Inventory Tracking and Inventory 
Posting → Inventory Tracking tab. 

Specify the selection criteria and choose the OK button. The Inventory Tracking window opens. 
To print the inventory lists without the current in-stock quantities, select the Hide Quantity 
Stored checkbox. 
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 CAUTION 

To perform inventory tracking properly, you must adhere to the technical GAAP conditions for 
the inventory. For specific information regarding GAAP requirements for inventory tracking, 
consult your accountant. 

Following are the three possible scenarios for open production orders by the cut-off day: 

• Planned and released production orders with no receipts from production, with backflush component 
issue method. 

In this case, even though the components have physically been removed from inventory and placed 
into production, SAP Business One shows them as still in inventory. Therefore, you need to adjust the 
quantities counted in the warehouses by the quantities counted in production. 

• Completed production orders with the backflush component issue method. 

At the time of completion, the components are removed from the warehouse and the finished product 
is received into inventory. This means that only the finished products are shown in the warehouse, as 
long as they have not been removed for sales delivery. 

• Open production orders with the manual component issue method. 

In this case, components are issued manually as soon as the production order is released. Therefore, 
you must ensure that all manual issues have been completed. Upon manual issue of components, the 
quantities are removed from inventory and the values are posted from the inventory account to the 
work-in-progress (WIP) account. As a result, SAP Business One no longer shows these items in the 
warehouse and they do not have to be taken into account during inventory counting.  

 NOTE 

Tips for counting open production orders with the backflush component issue method: 

 Parent item quantities rejected in the receipt from production stage are brought into 
inventory, even though they may not have been physically brought into inventory at the 
end of the production process. The Rejected/Completed type and its quantity in the 
Receipt from Production window is purely informational. Handle the rejected quantities 
manually, either by disassembling the item or by issuing the item from inventory to 
correct inventory figures. 

 Determine the components of all open production orders, sorted by item, original 
warehouse, and issue method. Print the result as a count list. 

 Perform physical counting in production and enter the results into the count lists. 

 Print the count lists for the different warehouses. 

 Perform physical counting in the different warehouses. 

 Post counting results for each warehouse as follows: Summarize the amounts counted 
in the warehouse and in production for each item. 

 CAUTION 

If you perform further tasks after the count lists are printed, but before you start the count, we 
recommend that you document the parameters with which the count lists were created, so that 
they can be incorporated into the count results at a later stage.  
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Posting Count Results 
You also enter the count results on the Inventory Tracking window. 

As soon as you enter an amount in the inventory list for each item, this item is considered to be counted. If 
the counted quantity is 0, you must manually select the checkbox in the Counted column; the Counted in 
Whse field remains blank. You can update the results at any time. This means that you can record the count 
results one step at a time. 

When you have recorded all the inventory quantities, open the Inventory Posting window and post any 
discrepancies in quantity. 

As soon as the in-stock evaluation is complete, SAP Business One clears the checkboxes in the Counted 
column in the Inventory Tracking window. 

 NOTE 

 Since some accounting legislations have different rules that apply when it comes to 
assigning and reassigning valuation methods, check with your accountant before you 
change inventory values. 

 You can have different inventory valuation methods for different items. SAP Business 
One takes into account the inventory valuation method for each item when it determines 
the item cost. To enable this, you must choose Item Cost as the price source when you 
run the inventory posting. In this case, SAP Business One posts the inventory 
differences automatically with the applicable item costs. 

 
 

 CAUTION 

The valuation of inventory differences, as described above, applies only when you perform the 
inventory counting close to the cut-off date, before transactions for the new fiscal year have 
been entered.  

Therefore, we recommend that you save these item costs in a price list before you enter new 
transactions. Then, the evaluation basis for the posting of inventory differences has to be this 
price list. 
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Note the following regarding the posting of inventory differences:  

• Where local legislation does not permit manual adjustments in the Price column in the 
Inventory Posting window, leave the Allow Inbound Posting without Price checkbox 
unselected. 

• You must manually ensure that the figures are reproducible. Before you post the 
inventory, print the report with the adjusted amounts, and export it to a Microsoft Excel 
file. After you post the inventory, you will not be able to redisplay the report with the 
original values. 

 NOTE 

If there are open production orders with the manual component issue method, you must post 
the inventory differences counted in production using manual journal entries. This is necessary 
because the components have already been removed from inventory. As a result, the offsetting 
account for the posting of the inventory gain or loss must be the WIP account and not the 
inventory account. Since differences are posted automatically once the production order is 
completed, those manual postings must be reversed at the beginning of the new fiscal year. 

 NOTE 

The date of the correction should be the same as the date of the count. If further inventory 
transactions are performed between the time of the count and the time of posting, update the 
date, and in the Inventory Posting window, choose the Update Quantities button. This updates 
the report to show the quantities on the date entered. 

 CAUTION 

The Update Quantities feature updates the quantities to the backdated date only. The prices 
used for valuation are not updated and always show the prices as of the current date when you 
evaluate by item costs. To evaluate by item prices valid for a previous cut-off date, you must 
use a price list, as described above. 
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Working with a Nonperpetual Inventory System 
If you do not use a perpetual inventory system, you need to post the inventory values using a manual posting 
process in financial accounting. 

 NOTE 

SAP Business One lets track the changes in inventory accounts and in the value of the items. 
To track those changes, if you use a perpetual inventory system you should run the Inventory 
Audit report. 

For more information, see the document How to Set up and Manage Perpetual Inventory 
system in the documentation area of SAP Business One Customer Portal at 
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation 

However, if you use a nonperpetual inventory system you should run the Inventory Valuation 
report. 

For more information, see the document How to Set up and Manage Nonperpetual Inventory 
system in the documentation area of SAP Business One Customer Portal at 
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

When you perform inventory counting, you use the Inventory Tracking and Inventory Posting windows to 
check and correct any quantity discrepancies. To update the warehouse quantities only, you also need to 
perform the inventory posting process. To do this, run the report with the Allow Inbound Posting without Price 
checkbox selected. 

 EXAMPLE 

Inventory → Inventory Transactions → Initial Quantities, Inventory Tracking and Inventory 
Posting 

http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
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Reclassification of Business Partners and Bank Accounts with 
Negative Balances 
At the end of the year, you need to check the balances for business partners and bank accounts and make 
any necessary reclassifications using manual posting. 

This affects, for example, the following business transactions: 

• Postings made for the reclassification of customers and vendors with negative balances  

• Bank accounts with a negative balance 

• Balance extensions based on the condition that the same business partner has a balance as both a 
customer and a vendor 

• Reporting of doubtful, non collectible receivables or receivable write-offs 

 NOTE 

If needed for a specific business case, in the Journal Entry window, select the Reverse 
checkbox for automatic reversal in the subsequent period. We recommend using an indicator to 
identify these postings separately. 

 
 

 CAUTION 

You must manually ensure that the figures can be reproduced using the corresponding 
printouts and posting documents. 

 NOTE 

If you are using the doubtful debts calculation in the Aging report, the calculation of the report is 
based on the gross values (including tax).  

You can use the doubtful debts function to calculate doubtful receivable amounts. Depending 
on legal requirements, ensure that the definitions for the doubtful debts are set correctly. From 
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the SAP Business One Main Menu, choose Administration → Setup → Financials → Doubtful 
Debts and define for a specific number of days the doubtful debt percents. 

For example, to show 2% of all open receivables as doubtful on the cut-off date, set the 
definitions to zero days and 2%. 

When you post the adjustment directly from the Aging report, you can use only the separate 
doubtful debts control account. If you need to reduce the doubtful receivables from the regular 
control account, perform a manual adjustment journal entry. 

 NOTE 

If you select the Display Credit Balance with Negative Sign checkbox on the Basic Initialization 
tab in the Company Details window, vendors on the debit side are represented by a positive 
balance and customers on the credit side are represented by a negative balance. If you do not 
select this option, the values are displayed in the opposite way.  

For verification for both vendors and customers, you can use the Account Balance detailed 
view in the Business Partner Master Data. 
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Performing a Year-End Closing 

Changing the Period Status to Closing Period 
To prevent users from creating documents for the previous fiscal year, you can change the status of the 
period you are about to close to Closing Period. This means that only authorized users can post data, 
documents, and transactions. 

 EXAMPLE 

Administration → System Initialization → Posting Periods 

In the Posting Periods window, click  for the period you want to set as a closing period. 

  
 

You can have SAP Business One automatically set the status of a particular posting period to Closing Period 
after the Posting Date To of that posting period plus a defined number of days have passed. 
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 EXAMPLE 

Administration → System Initialization → Posting Periods 

 
 

For information about the authorizations required for period definition, see the online help for SAP Business 
One and the document How to Define Authorizations in the documentation area of SAP Business One 
Customer Portal at http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

For information about posting periods, see the document How to Work with Multiple Open Posting Periods in 
the documentation area of SAP Business One Customer Portal at 
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

Reconciliation 
Reconciliation of Internal Reconciliation Upgrade Journals 
If the company database has been upgraded to SAP Business One Release 2007 A or B, check the Internal 
Reconciliation Upgrade Audit Trail report. We strongly recommend consulting with the company accountant 
and reconciling all upgrade (RU) journals appropriately, such that the open items can be reflected correctly. 

For more information about the new reconciliation engine, see the landing page in your language (Channel 
Partner Portal → SAP Business Management Solutions → SAP Business One → Support → Support Self 
Help & Library → New Reconciliation Engine → Enter) and consult the how-to-guides available for download. 
See SAP Note 1051038. 

If the menu item Inconsistency Audit Trail Selection Criteria Screen is missing from the Utilities menu and not 
available to be displayed and activated in the Form Settings window from the main menu, it means that no 
inconsistencies were detected. You may ignore this subsection. 

http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
http://service.sap.com/sap/bc/bsp/spn/smb_searchnotes/display2.htm?note_langu=E&note_numm=1051038
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EXAMPLE 

Administration → Utilities → Internal Reconciliation Upgrade Audit Trail Report 

 
 

 NOTE 

To display all recognized inconsistencies, do not enter any restrictions in the selection criteria 
window. 

The resulting report displays all detected inconsistencies. 

 
 

To determine whether an RU journal has already been reconciled, follow the instructions outlined in SAP 
Note 1148042. 

In some instances it might not be feasible to reconcile all RU journals before the year-end closing deadline. 
In countries where only the P&L accounts are closed off, appropriate reconciliation of RU journals is 
postponed to a more suitable point in the future. For more information, see SAP Note 1385810. 

http://service.sap.com/sap/bc/bsp/spn/smb_searchnotes/display2.htm?note_langu=E&note_numm=1148042
http://service.sap.com/sap/bc/bsp/spn/smb_searchnotes/display2.htm?note_langu=E&note_numm=1385810
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Reconciliation of Open Items and Balances for Business Partners 
In SAP Business One, customer and vendor postings are written to balance sheet accounts stored with the 
business partner. 

To verify the accuracy of the postings, use the Trial Balance report. It is helpful to create separate financial 
report templates for vendors and customers. You can then use these to display all totals and balances for the 
relevant balance sheet account, and enhance them by adding the individual balances of the customers or 
vendors when generating the report. 

EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Financial → Trial Balance 

 
 

 NOTE 

You can generate the report for business partners, for G/L accounts, or for both. 

To generate a separate report for customers, from the Customer Group dropdown list, choose 
All, and from the Vendor Group dropdown list choose None. 

To generate a separate report for vendors, from the Customer Group dropdown list, choose 
None, and from the Vendor Group dropdown list choose All. 

To display individual balances for each business partner, increase the value displayed in the 
Level field in the Trial Balance window. 

If you select the G/L Accounts checkbox and generate the Trial Balance report by 
G/L accounts, you need to consider all control accounts that might be assigned to the different 
business partners (that is, control accounts for assets, doubtful debts, bills of exchange, and so 
on). 
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Alternatively, you can use the G/L Accounts and Business Partners report. This report also displays the 
combination of selected balance sheet accounts and business partners. It is suitable for processing business 
partner balances and displaying details. 

EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Accounting → G/L Accounts and Business Partners 

We recommend checking the complete reconciliation of business partner accounts at the end of each month. 
You can use the Customer Receivables Aging report to reconcile the open business partner balances. 

EXAMPLE 

 Reports → Financials → Accounting → Aging → Customer Receivables Aging 

 Reports → Financials → Accounting → Aging → Vendor Liabilities Aging 

 NOTE 

To print the open business partner balances backdated to the cut-off date, you need to set the 
following parameters: 

 Enter the period-end closing date (for example, December 31) as the end date in the 
posting date range. 

 Select the Display Customers with Amount Zero checkbox. Otherwise, the report does 
not take into account any business partners that may have been completely cleared in 
the new period. 

 
 

 NOTE 

If foreign currencies are used, to show a total, you must select Local in the Currency field of the 
displayed report. 

If the balances for the business partners do not match those in the general ledger, we 
recommend running the general ledger reports and the due date reports monthly to reconcile 
each month separately (if you have not already done so at the end of the month). 
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Reconciliation of Fixed Asset Accounts 
If you are not using the Fixed Assets add-on for SAP Business One, you need to verify that the fixed asset 
accounts correspond to the values in fixed asset accounting, which is performed externally from SAP 
Business One. 

If you are using the Fixed Assets add-on for SAP Business One, there is no need to reconcile the asset 
accounts. 

 CAUTION 

If there have been any reductions (for example, discounts) or additional costs (for example, 
freight) that have to be considered for a correction of the acquisition and production costs 
(APC), you must check manually the acquisitions and retirements from the last year.  

In the case of an acquisition, the entire value of the acquisition and production costs (APC) is 
transferred as a journal entry to the asset G/L account. If the invoice is paid with a cash 
discount, you must deduct manually the gross value of the cash discount from the value of the 
APC of the asset. To do this, create a fixed assets credit memo with the value of the cash 
discount or bonus. To add additional charges, for example, freight charges, to the acquisition 
costs, manually create an acquisition related to the original fixed asset. 

 NOTE 

Values in the Fixed Assets add-on for SAP Business One are always net amounts. 

Reconciliation of Bank Statements with Bank and Cash Accounts 
For permanent reconciliation of bank and cash accounts with account statements from the bank, you can use 
the Process External Bank Statement window to record bank statements and then reconcile them using the 
reconciliation function.  

 EXAMPLE 

Banking → Bank Statements and External Reconciliation → Process External Bank Statement 

In some localizations (such as the US, the UK, and Canada), the external bank reconciliation function lets 
you verify and reconcile the transactions recorded in SAP Business One against the balance received from 
the bank, and to create adjustments, if required. If you use this function when working, we do not 
recommend using the Process External Bank Statement window, since the External Bank Reconciliation 
window creates a reconciled record in the Process External Bank Statement window (OBNK table). 
Therefore, in the affected localizations, the Process External Bank Statement window is not visible in the 
main menu by default. 

 NOTE 

To show the Process External Bank Statement window in the main menu, click  (Form 
Settings). 

If you do not use the external bank reconciliation function, you need to check manually that the account 
statements correspond to the balances in the bank and in the cash accounts. In this case, you can use the 
General Ledger report, which displays all postings in one or more accounts within a specified period. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Accounting → General Ledger 

 SAP Business One displays the credit and debit postings in a separate column. 

 You can also use this report for the reconciliation of petty cash accounts. 
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Whether you are using the cash and bank function of the Payment Engine add-on or the bank statement 
processing functionality, you need to use clearing accounts for bank postings. Therefore, you first need to 
transfer the postings for all the reconciled amounts to the appropriate bank account. 

You should also take into account draft bank statements and draft payments according to country-specific 
regulations, and, therefore, you should finalize or delete them. In addition, clearing accounts for each house 
bank account have to be cleared at year’s end. 

 NOTE 

 Draft documents still exist in the system after they are posted, and, therefore, you must 
delete them manually. 

 You can write off small discrepancies using the over/underpayment function. 

 For more information about external reconciliations, see the document How to Perform 
Internal and External Reconciliations in the documentation area of SAP Business One 
Customer Portal at http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

 For more information about bank statement processing, see the document How to Use 
Bank Statement Processing in the documentation area of SAP Business One Customer 
Portal at http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

Reconciliation of Allocation and Expense Clearing Accounts  
If you use the perpetual inventory system, the application posts purchase documents to one or more 
allocation accounts. Once a purchase transaction has been completed, the corresponding allocation account 
must have a balance of zero. 

Additionally, if you use freight charges and you mark them as inventory-relevant, the same procedure applies 
for the freight charges. Use the expense clearing account for the amount of the freight charges. Once the 
purchase transaction has been completed, the balance of this account must be zero. 

 NOTE 

To mark freight charges as inventory-relevant, open the Freight – Setup window. From the SAP 
Business One Main Menu, choose Administration → Setup → General → Freight and for the 
relevant freight charges select the Stock checkbox. 

At the end of the year, you must reconcile the balances of the allocation accounts and the expense clearing 
accounts. The remaining balances should correspond to the total of all open goods receipt POs and the 
open goods returns. 

With SAP Business One, you perform reconciliations for these kinds of accounts using the reconciliation 
function in the Financials module. Perform the reconciliation regularly at the end of the month; otherwise, you 
have a high number of transactions to reconcile at the end of the year. To simplify the process, you can run 
automatic reconciliations. 

Once the reconciliation for these accounts has been completed, the remaining balance should match the 
open items in goods receipt purchase orders and returns. 

 EXAMPLE 

Financials → Internal Reconciliations → Reconciliation 

 NOTE 

This form of reconciliation is useful only if you have used meaningful prices in goods receipts. 
Do not use it if dummy prices were entered at the time of the order and the actual prices were 
entered at the time of invoicing. 

http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
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 CAUTION 

You must manually ensure that the figures can be reproduced using the corresponding 
printouts and posting documents. 

 NOTE 

The following user actions can cause discrepancies in the allocation or expense clearing 
accounts that have to be corrected manually: 

 Manual postings 

You created manual postings with journal entries in the general ledger and used the 
allocation or expense clearing account. To identify these manual postings, use the 
following method: 

1. From the SAP Business One Main Menu, choose Financials → Chart of 
Accounts.  

2. Find the relevant account and click  next to the Balance field. 

The Account Balance window opens displaying all documents that created 
journal entries to which the account is connected. 

3. In the Posting Date From field, specify the relevant posting date. 

4. Double-click the Origin column and search for the journal entries (displayed as 
JE). 

 Manual update of the predefined G/L accounts settings  

You manually changed the allocation or expense clearing accounts due to the following 
actions: 

• You changed these accounts in the G/L Account Determination window. 

• You changed these accounts in the Warehouses – Setup window for an existing 
warehouse. 

• You changed the selected level in the Set G/L Accounts by field on the Inventory 
Data tab in the Item Master Data window. As a result, these accounts were 
changed. Alternatively, the selected level is Item Level and you manually 
changed these accounts for the item. 

 Redefinition of freight charges as inventory-relevant 

You changed the definition of freight charges from inventory-relevant to not inventory-
relevant (or vice versa) while there were open transactions using this freight definition. 

You can correct these discrepancies caused by user actions only by using manual journal 
entries. 

Reconciliation of Inventory Accounts  
The G/L inventory account balance must correspond to the inventory values when you use moving average, 
standard, or FIFO valuation methods. 

The Inventory Audit report shows the details for each inventory account. It is possible to compare the 
Inventory Audit report results with a particular inventory account balance. They should display the same 
results, as long as you work correctly with the inventory accounts. 

Since the Inventory Valuation report shows only values other than the one set for valuation methods per 
item, you can no longer use it to determine the inventory account balances; however, you can use it for what-
if scenarios. 
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To determine the actual stock balance, use the Inventory Audit report. 

 NOTE 

 The values contained in G/L accounts, such as the variance accounts, negative 
inventory adjustment account, miscellaneous inventory gains, miscellaneous inventory 
losses, and so on, should also be handled within the year in process. 

 If you use a nonperpetual inventory system you can run only the Inventory Valuation 
report. 

For more information, see the document How to Set Up and Manage a Nonperpetual 
Inventory System in the documentation area of SAP Business One Customer Portal at 
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

Inventory Audit Report 
When you use the Inventory Audit report, you can choose whether you want to run it using the posting date 
or the system date.  

In SAP Business One, the inventory value calculations are based on the system date. Therefore, to reflect 
the correct inventory value, we recommend that you choose to run the report by system date. Running the 
report by posting date is for information purposes only. 

When you run the report by system date: 

• Only inventory transactions whose system date is included in the specified date range are covered. 

• The Inventory G/L accounts are analyzed based on the posting date.  

This could lead to cases in which backdated transactions (in which the posting date is earlier than the system 
date) are excluded from the Inventory Audit report but are included in the inventory G/L account analysis 
performed for the same date range. To reconcile the inventory account, you should use the posting date. 
Any backdated postings are marked. 

 NOTE 

There might be discrepancies between the inventory account balance and the balance 
displayed in the Inventory Audit report. Some of the reasons why this may occur are:  

 Multiple inventory accounts 

 A changed inventory account 

 A manual journal entry that was posted to the inventory account 

http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
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 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Inventory → Inventory Audit Report 

 
 

In the selection criteria window, choose between Posting Date and System Date and specify 
the range of dates to include in the Inventory Audit report.  

Discrepancies may occur during reconciliation of the inventory accounts. If they are a result of using the 
wrong G/L account, correct them through manual journal entries. If the inventory details are wrong, and you 
also have to correct the related item cost, use the inventory revaluation function or a more appropriate 
inventory transaction. 

 NOTE 

As of SAP Business One 2007, the inventory revaluation function supports the FIFO valuation 
method for all countries. 

 EXAMPLE 

Inventory → Inventory Transactions → Inventory Revaluation 
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For more information about the Inventory Audit report and inventory revaluation, see the document How to 
Set Up and Manage a Perpetual Inventory System in the documentation area of SAP Business One 
Customer Portal at http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

Accrual and Valuation 
Accrual 
Typical examples of accruals include:  

• Revenue  

• Payments from rent contracts  

• Interest revenue and payments 

Normally, such revenue and payments are already distributed across periods by recurring entries. If this is 
not the case, all revenue and payments that are not yet relevant for the corresponding period need to be 
analyzed in manual adjustment journal entries.  

For easier identification, you can assign specific transaction codes to these manual entries and mark the 
journal entry to be reversed automatically on the first day of the new period. 

 NOTE 

If you use reserve invoices in SAP Business One, you may have posted revenue for non 
delivered goods. Depending on the local requirements, you may need to correct this manually. 
To identify the open and undelivered A/R reserve invoices, open the Open Items List window. 
From the SAP Business One Main Menu, choose Reports → Sales and Purchasing → Open 
Items List and from the Open Documents dropdown list, choose A/R Reserve Invoices - Not 
Yet Delivered. 

Assets Under Construction 
Assets under construction must be managed outside of SAP Business One. Manual posting is required for 
correct time accrual. 

Depreciation in the SAP Business One Fixed Assets Add-On 
We recommend that you execute all depreciation runs until the last period of the fiscal year. You can see the 
log of each depreciation run in the Depreciation Run window. To display the results of a specific depreciation 
run, click  in the relevant depreciation run row. 

http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
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 EXAMPLE 

Financials → Fixed Assets → Depreciation Run 

 
 

 NOTE 

If you use the indirect depreciation method, even though the balance sheet account for 
accumulated depreciation has a credit balance, it must be included in the balance on the assets 
side. With this method, the total balance of both types of accounts – the asset accounts and the 
accumulated depreciation accounts – represents the actual asset value. 

Low Value Assets: Germany 
In the SAP Business One 2007 A SP01 release, for the Germany localization, you can define fixed assets as 
low value assets. According to the definition of a low value asset, a depreciation run may deactivate low 
value assets after their useful life. 

Valuation of Foreign Currencies 
The valuation of realized exchange rate differences occurs automatically for payments and receipts. On the 
closing date, however, the following items normally still need to be revalued according to a period-end rate: 

• Open receivables 

• Open payables 

• Bank balances for bank accounts that are held in foreign currencies 

• Balances for any other G/L accounts in foreign currencies 

You can use the exchange rate differences function to revalue these stocks.  

In addition, as of the SAP Business One 2007 A SP01 release, you can activate exchange rate differences 
handling for deferred tax at any time for relevant localizations. However, once it is activated and transactions 
have been processed, you cannot disable it. It is not activated by default for either an existing or a new 
company. 

 EXAMPLE 

Financials → Exchange Rate Differences 
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Each country must consider its own specifics on how to valuate unrealized exchange rates. In some 
countries, foreign currencies are valuated according to the imparity principle, while in other countries it is 
required to calculate full value each time. 

To valuate only losses or only profits relating to the current exchange rate, from the Data Side dropdown list, 
choose Gain Only or Loss Only, according to the business transaction. 

 
 

 CAUTION 

Even if you select Gain Only or Loss Only, the exchange rate differences function does not 
consider the imparity principle when it selects G/L accounts. In this case, you must check the 
results in the report and correct them manually for posting.  

When you select business partners, the imparity principle is considered. However, it is applied to the total 
balance of one business partner only and not to every open item separately. Therefore, we recommend that 
you check the proposal report manually according to the local legislation requirements. You can exclude an 
open item from the selection by deselecting its checkbox. 
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 NOTE 

The exchange rates used are those saved in the exchange rate table on the execution date. 
The current exchange rate that is valid for the valuation must already be entered in the 
exchange rate table before you execute the transaction. 

When you perform the valuation for business partners, you must deselect the G/L accounts. 

For G/L accounts, the Exchange Rate Differences report displays by default all accounts that have received 
foreign currencies. However, you can opt to select only accounts relevant for valuation. 

We recommend that you create an automatic reverse posting on the first day of the subsequent period. 

 
 

 CAUTION 

We recommend that you check the suggested accounts carefully. Often, you have to 
differentiate between realized and unrealized exchange rate differences. The application 
default shows the accounts that are set in the account determination setup, and the accounts 
are normally set for realized exchange rate differences. 

If revaluation is also required for the system currency, you should perform this separately. SAP 
Business One provides the conversion differences function for this purpose. 

 EXAMPLE 

Financials → Conversion Differences 

Material Valuation 
In most countries, regulations affecting the year-end closing dictate how warehouse stocks are valued. 

SAP Business One lets you track the changes in inventory accounts and in the value of the items. To track 
those changes, if you use a perpetual inventory system, you should run the Inventory Audit report. For more 
information, see Inventory Audit Report. 
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However, if you use a nonperpetual inventory system, you should run the Inventory Valuation report. For 
more information, see Working with a Nonperpetual Inventory System. 

If you do not use the perpetual inventory system, you can use the Inventory Valuation report to support the 
following valuation types: 

• Moving average 

• Standard price 

• FIFO 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Inventory → Inventory Valuation Report 

In some countries, material valuation is generally based on the lowest value principle. To perform material 
valuation according to this principle in SAP Business One, proceed as follows: 

1. In Microsoft Excel, manually create a list with the lowest value prices. 

2. Load these prices as a price list into SAP Business One. 

3. Perform the valuation of warehouse inventory according to this price list. 

4. Compare the values determined in the report with the inventory values determined in the system, and 
manually post the discrepancies between them.  

These accumulated adjustment postings could be entered in specific accumulated adjustment accounts (in 
balance sheet accounts and P&L) on the last day of the period. We recommend that you identify these 
values (by defining a transaction code) and reverse them on the first day of the subsequent period. 

 NOTE 

Depending on your local legislation, if you do not valuate based on the lowest prices, you can 
use the same procedure with any other price list. 

 CAUTION 

You must manually ensure that the figures are reproducible using the appropriate printouts. 

You must also document the method for determining the valuation price in a manner such that 
it can be reproduced (external to SAP Business One). 

As a prerequisite for material valuation, you must complete inventory counting and inventory 
accounts, and correct all differences. 

Valuation of Completion of Production Orders and Projects 
Depending on the scenario, either the work-in-process (WIP) has to be recognized by a manual journal entry 
or it is already posted automatically by the system. 

• When there are open production orders and the issue method of components is backflush, you must 
post the WIP manually using the following method: 

a. Determine the components of all open production orders, sorted by item, original warehouse, 
and issue method backflush, and evaluated by the correct item costs for each item. 

b. Perform a manual adjustment journal entry for the total of all WIP items for each inventory 
account and transfer this value from the inventory to the WIP account. 

c. Reverse this adjustment entry at the beginning of the new fiscal year. 

• When there are open production orders and the issue method of components is manual, each 
component value has already been posted to the WIP account. 
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 CAUTION 

The WIP in SAP Business One only relates to the direct material costs (value of the 
components). It does not include any overheads or any other production or labor costs. You 
must enter the overheads and any production costs manually. 

In addition, as of the SAP Business One 2007 A SP01 release, you can handle exchange rate differences for 
deferred tax. This can be relevant when items used in the production process were bought in foreign 
currency. For more information, see Valuation of Foreign Currencies. 

You can generate the Open Items List report by production orders as a basis for evaluating the quantities 
planned, completed, rejected, and open of the released (but not closed) production orders. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Production → Open Items List 

For more complex production orders (including production costs, and so on), you may have to include in the 
concept the estimation of production and the corresponding posting of inventory changes or goods in 
progress, especially if this has not already been taken into account as a supplement. 

Allowances 
You must perform any other allowances manually with an adjustment journal entry, for example, allowances 
for doubtful accounts receivable. 

Provisions 
There are no functions available for deleting or creating provisions, for example, pension or vacation 
provisions. Therefore, you must calculate and post provisions manually. 

Accruals 
To ensure that the balance is represented correctly, you may have to perform additional analyses, for 
example, of receivables or payables accounts, to be able to classify different maturities. In this case, you 
may need to transfer postings to a separate balance area using a clearing account. 
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Reporting 

VAT Report 
Depending on the localization, you can use the VAT report to help you calculate data for your sales tax 
return. Afterwards, you must manually transfer the resulting values to the sales tax return. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Accounting → Tax → Tax Report 

You must manually post the transfer postings from the different tax accounts to one tax-payable account. 
The latter account represents a receivable or payable against the tax authority. To be able to perform this 
manual journal entry, in the Journal Entry window, deselect the Automatic Tax checkbox. 

 
 

 CAUTION 

 When you run the final tax report, select all tax codes and ensure that the error report 
contains no data. From the Tax Report – Declaration window, choose the Error Report 
button and make sure a ‘No data’ message is displayed. 

 If you use down payment requests, depending on the existence of open, unpaid-final 
invoices related to down payment requests, you may need to enter a tax adjustment at 
the end of the year. Currently in SAP Business One, the tax and base amounts for the 
amount of the down payment request are corrected only upon payment of the final 
invoice. As a result, you must adjust these tax and base amounts with a manual journal 
entry by the end of the fiscal year and reverse them at the beginning of the new fiscal 
year. For this adjustment entry, you also need to ensure that the Automatic Tax 
checkbox is deselected (as shown above). 
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Extended Tax Reporting: Germany and the United Kingdom 
For Germany and the United Kingdom localizations, you can generate and save extended tax reports to be 
submitted to the tax authorities. Extended tax reporting enables you to mark reported transactions and thus 
prevent duplicate transaction reporting. 

For information regarding the extended tax reporting functionality, see SAP Note 1311331. 

Country-Specific Reports: Canada, Germany, Spain, and the United 
Kingdom 
For Canada, Germany, Spain, and the United Kingdom localizations, you can use the tax report to do the 
following: 

• Track what items were claimed from or paid to tax authorities in individual periods 

• Claim from or pay additional items to tax authorities (if there were any added later on) for individual 
periods 

• Post the tax liability/receivable to the G/L account, when needed 

• Save tax reports as they are generated and retrieve the saved reports in the future 

Withholding Tax Report 
The use of the Withholding Tax report depends on the localization. This report displays the withholding tax 
amounts collected and paid during specific periods and helps you calculate data for your tax returns.  

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Accounting → Tax → Withholding Tax Report 

After defining the report, you can view it by business partner or by withholding tax codes. 

Tax Declaration Box Report 
The use of the Tax Declaration Box report depends on the localization. This report helps you calculate data 
for your sales tax return. You must define the tax declaration boxes according to the reporting requirements 
of your tax form. You then need to transfer the resulting values manually to the sales tax return. 

You must post manually the transfer postings from the different tax accounts to one tax-payable account. To 
be able to perform this manual journal entry, in the Journal Entry window, deselect the Automatic Tax 
checkbox. The tax payable account represents a receivable or payable against the tax authority. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Accounting → Tax → Tax Declaration Box Report 

Tax Reconciliation Report 
You can use the Tax Reconciliation report to reconcile the reported tax amounts with your G/L postings. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Accounting → Tax → Tax Reconciliation Report 

http://service.sap.com/sap/bc/bsp/spn/smb_searchnotes/display2.htm?note_langu=E&note_numm=1311331
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EU Sales List 
SAP Business One provides a report for determining data for the EU Sales List. After you run the report, you 
must transfer the values to the official form. For some localizations, you can export the list to a file, which you 
can later upload to the official form. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reporting → Financials → Accounting → Tax → EU Sales Report 

 NOTE 

When you set up tax groups, it is important that you correctly enter the indicators Triangular 
Deal and Goods Shipment for the corresponding tax codes. 

The values in the EU Sales List consider item values. If documents of item type include freight 
charges, then the EU Sales List reflects the freight. However, the EU Sales List does not 
consider documents of service type and A/R down payment requests (even if paid). 
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Documentation 
 NOTE 

The prerequisite for accuracy and completeness of reports is that you correctly assign all 
relevant accounts in the chart of accounts to the hierarchies. The same also applies for the 
financial report templates. 

 CAUTION 

You can mention journal vouchers in the balance sheet, the profit and loss statement, and the 
Trial Balance report. Be sure to close all journal vouchers before you run the year-end closing. 

Balance Sheet 
You can create a financial report template for displaying the balance sheet that enables you to represent the 
data in different forms, as required. When you print the balance sheet, you can choose between a T-account 
display and a vertical report form. 

EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Financial → Balance Sheet 

 NOTE 

To print the Balance Sheet report without journal entries for the year-end closing adjustment, in 
the Balance Sheet – Selection Criteria window, select the Ignore Adjustments checkbox. 

To print the Balance Sheet report at the end of the year, after the year-end closing transaction 
has been executed, in the Balance Sheet – Selection Criteria window, select the Add Closing 
Balances checkbox. In this way, the balance sheet shows the balance of the period-end closing 
account.  

 CAUTION 

To print the balance sheet from the previous fiscal year correctly with the posted values of the 
year-end closing account, you must select the Add Closing Balances checkbox. This shows the 
result of the fiscal year you are closing in the period-end closing account. It also shows the 
balance of the previous fiscal years in the retained earnings account. 

This occurs because the period-end closing transaction posts the result of the period to the 
period-end closing account with the last day of the fiscal year as the posting date. Additionally, 
this routine creates a second posting, whereby this result is taken again from the period-end 
closing account and posted to the retained earnings account. This is done with the first day of 
the new fiscal year as the posting date. As a result, the balance of the period-end closing 
account shows the result of the year to be closed, while the balance of the retained earnings 
account shows the result of the previous fiscal years. 

To analyze discrepancies in the balance sheet, you can proceed as follows: 

i. Start a totals list and a list of balances (Trial Balance) as a monthly report. 

ii. Determine in which month the first discrepancies occur. 

iii. Start the General Ledger report and test the different transactions with the Expanded 
button chosen, or use the Document Journal report, which provides a clearer overview 
by also allowing you to display totals for credit and debit. 
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Profit and Loss Statement 
To display the profit and loss statement (P&L), you can also create a financial report template to display the 
data in the format required. 

EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Financial → Profit and Loss Statement 

 CAUTION 

If you want to print a P&L at the end of the year, after the balance transaction has been 
executed, ensure that the Add Closing Balances checkbox is not selected. Otherwise, the P&L 
will be zero, since all P&L accounts would be closed by the period-end closing routine, with the 
last day of the fiscal year as the posting date. 

If you print the P&L at the beginning of the new fiscal year after processing the year-end closing 
transactions, the Add Closing Balances checkbox must be selected to show zero balances in 
the current year. 

Trial Balance 
You can also create a financial report template to display the totals list and a list of balances (Trial Balance) 
in the format required. 

EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Financial → Trial Balance 

 NOTE 

To display the Opening Balances column, under the Display in Report section in the selection 
criteria window, select the Opening Balance for Period checkbox and then you can select one 
of the following options: 

 OB from Start of Company Activity radio button  

For balance sheet accounts, after the year-end closing has been processed, SAP 
Business One displays the opening balances as of the first day of the reporting period. 

For expense and revenue accounts, SAP Business One displays the cumulated closing 
balance transactions from previous periods. 

 OB from Start of Fiscal Year radio button  

This option lets you show opening balances if they were entered using the opening 
balances utility. 

Usually, there is no opening balance shown when the selected period corresponds with 
the same fiscal year. This option becomes relevant when the selected period deviates 
from the fiscal year. 
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Other Reports 
Journal 
Use the Transaction Journal report to display all journal entries created for your company during the year. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Accounting → Transaction Journal Report 

 
 

In the Transaction Journal Report – Selection Criteria window, from the Original Journal 
dropdown list, choose All Transactions. In the Posting Date From and To fields, specify the 
year’s beginning and end dates. 

Account Itemization for Balance Sheet and P&L 
To view this itemization, print the balance or the P&L of the lowest level account, which is displayed when 
you choose the highest level number from the account detail level dropdown list. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Financial → Profit and Loss Statement 

Account Statement List for Customers and Vendors 
In the Trial Balance report, you can select business partners. Individual vendors and customers are 
displayed in the lowest level of the accounts, which is the highest account level number. Business partners 
are also displayed according to customer group/vendor group. 

If you want to print the customers and vendors separately, select None for the customer group or vendor 
group that you do not want to print. 

EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Financial → Trial Balance 

For more information, see Reconciliation of Open Items and Balances for Business Partners. 

Open Items List and Aging Reports 
You can use the Open Items List window to generate a list of open items, and the Aging reports for business 
partners to generate a list of open items per business partner. 
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 EXAMPLE 

 Reports → Sales and Purchasing → Open Items List 

 Reports → Financials → Accounting → Aging → Customer Receivables Aging 

 Reports → Financials → Accounting → Aging → Vendor Liabilities Aging 

Account Statements 
You can use the General Ledger report to generate account statements for individual accounts and 
individual business partners. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Financials → Accounting → General Ledger 

Asset History Sheet 
If you are using the Fixed Assets add-on for SAP Business One, you can use the Asset History Sheet report 
to evaluate the asset data by balance sheet account or by asset class. In addition, you can print the Asset 
History Sheet report for the appendix of the year-end documentation.  

 NOTE 

The Asset History Sheet report displays the numbers calculated for the date range of the 
selected fiscal year. If you have discrepancies between this report and the values posted in the 
Trial Balance report, you have to complete the depreciation runs for this fiscal year in Fixed 
Assets and make sure all depreciation has been posted. 

 EXAMPLE 

Financials → Fixed Assets → Asset History Sheet 

 
 

To obtain a detailed presentation of all acquisitions, retirements, transfers, and write-ups, you can use the 
accounting reports based on the journal entries. You can identify journal entries originating in the Fixed 
Assets add-on by the reference /SBOFA/ in the Ref1 field and in the detailed description. 
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Inventory Listing 
To present a detailed list of your inventory values, use the Inventory Audit report run on the price list with 
year-end item costs. For more information, see Inventory Audit Report. 

 EXAMPLE 

Reports → Inventory → Inventory Audit Report 

Valuation According to Other Accounting Principles 
It is not possible to perform the year-end closing according to more than one accounting principle in parallel 
in one database. You must perform valuation by any other generally accepted accounting principles using 
manual transfer postings. This document does not cover this procedure. 
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Periods 
For information about posting periods, see the document How to Work with Multiple Open Posting Periods in 
the documentation area of SAP Business One Customer Portal at 
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

Restarting Document Numbering 
If you want to restart document numbering in the new fiscal year with the same document numbers or a 
different document number range, you need to define period indicators in SAP Business One before you 
create the period. Define one period indicator for each fiscal year and assign the corresponding period 
indicators when you create the document number ranges. You then assign the period indicator to the newly 
created periods of the next fiscal year.  

 EXAMPLE 

Administration → Setup → Financials → Period Indicators 

 
 

 CAUTION 

If you have documents with the same document numbering in two different periods, you cannot 
select different period indicators in the selection criteria for document numbering in the different 
standard reports. 

Creating New Periods 
You must create the periods for the new fiscal year at the end of the current year, at the latest, and before 
the balance is carried forward. 

 NOTE 

To prevent accidental postings into the new fiscal year, we recommend that you not create the 
new posting periods too far in advance. Otherwise, these periods are active by default, based 
on the system date. 

You can create a separate G/L account determination for each period. When you create a new posting 
period, either with a date range prior to or later than the existing periods, SAP Business One automatically 
takes the G/L accounts, defined in the G/L Account Determination window for the new posting period, from 
the period covering the current system date.  

http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
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The G/L accounts used for the period end closing account and for the retained earnings account must 
remain the same for the new posting period. 

Using Period 13 
In SAP Business One, you can separate postings that are related to the year-end closing of the whole fiscal 
year. These should not appear in the operations result of period 12. SAP Business One has no separate 
adjustment period for this. To separate these postings, you need to mark them as an adjustment posting. 

 EXAMPLE 

Financials → Journal Entry 

 
 

You can exclude adjustment postings from the following financial reports: 

• Balance Sheet  

• Trial Balance 

• P&L statements 

• General Ledger 

• Document Journal 
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Fiscal Year Change in Fixed Assets 
Once you create new periods in SAP Business One, you can automatically transfer them to the Fixed Assets 
add-on. To do this, access the Fiscal Years window in the Fixed Assets add-on setup and choose the 
Refresh button. 

 EXAMPLE 

Administration → Setup → Fixed Assets → Fiscal Years 

 
 

At the end of the fiscal year, after reconciling the fixed assets, you perform a fiscal year change. As a result, 
all fixed assets are carried forward into the new fiscal year. To perform the fiscal year change, use the 
following method: 

1. Select the next fiscal year row and choose the Fiscal Year Change button. 

The Fiscal Year Change window opens. 

2. In the Fiscal Year Change window, select the Close Fiscal Year checkbox to close the previous fiscal 
year.  

After you perform the fiscal year change, you can only add transactions for fixed assets into a new fiscal 
year. This fiscal year change is effective for the Fixed Assets add-on only; it does not have any effect on 
other SAP Business One modules. 

 EXAMPLE 

Financials → Fixed Assets → Fiscal Year Change 
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Period-End Closing 
To carry forward the balances of the P&L accounts to the corresponding account in the balance sheet (or 
several different balance sheets), you can use the period-end closing function. You can store the results 
initially as a report and then post them at a later stage. 

If you make postings after entering the balances carried forward, you need to restart the period-end closing 
routine to include these subsequent postings. 

 EXAMPLE 

Administration → Utilities → Period-End Closing 

 
 

When you execute the report, the Period-End Closing window opens: 
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 NOTE 

In the Period-End Closing – Selection Criteria window, you can specify the same account in 
both the Retained Earnings Account and the Period-End Closing Account fields. 

 CAUTION 

Before the balance is carried forward, check the accounts in the P&L appendix, and, if 
necessary, do not carry these forward (for example, if they are statistic accounts). 

Once you have executed the period-end closing for the selected expenses and revenue accounts, 2 
transactions are created for each account and 2 journal entries are automatically created to reflect those 
transactions. 

The balances of those P&L accounts are posted to the period-end closing account on the same day (the last 
day of the period) and the balances are reduced to zero. The first journal entry reflects this. On the first day 
of the subsequent period, the period-end closing account is posted to the corresponding balance carried 
forward to the retained earnings account in the balance sheet. The second journal transaction reflects this. 

The balance of the period-end closing account is zero. 

Country-Specific Feature: AT, BE, CL, CR, CZ, ES, FR, GT, HU, IT, MX, 
PT, SK 
It is possible to carry forward the balances of balance sheet accounts and business partners for the following 
localizations: Austria, Belgium, Chile, Costa Rica, Czech Republic, France, Guatemala, Hungary, Italy, 
Mexico, Portugal, Slovakia, and Spain. 

In this case, for an easier audit of the journal entries, we recommended that you run the tool three times, as 
follows: 

1. In the Period-End Closing – Selection Criteria window, select only the BP checkbox (do not select 
the Accounts checkbox).  

2. For the second run, select only the Accounts checkbox and then select the profit and loss drawers 
only. 

3. For the third run, select only the Accounts checkbox and then select the balance sheet drawers only. 

For more information, see country-specific documentation. 
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Final Closing of the Period 
To close the period, you change its status to Locked. Locking the period helps you prevent any additional or 
accidental postings. Before you lock the current period, you must close the P&L accounts.  

Changing the settings of the current period applies to only one workstation. This means that you can use the 
authorization for period definition to control which users can define a period as current. 

For information about the authorizations required for period definition, see the online help for SAP Business 
One and the document How to Define Authorizations in the documentation area of SAP Business One 
Customer Portal at http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation. 

 EXAMPLE 

Administration → System Initialization → Posting Periods. 

In the Posting Periods window, click  for the period you want to lock. 

  

http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
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Checklist 
No. Task RSP Check 

Available 
Responsible Date Completed 

1 Entry deadline for orders and purchase 
orders  

All orders and purchase orders for the old 
period should be entered in the system. 

    

2 Perform preparation work 

• Check the document numbering. 

• Check the completeness of 
transactions, including: 

 Document drafts 

 Documents pending 
approval 

 Recurring postings 

 Reverse transactions 

 Proposed exchange rate 
differences and conversion 
differences 

• Check for negative inventory. 

• Check for execution payment runs. 

• Check statistical and clearing 
accounts. 

• Check for completeness of bank 
statements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

3 Post deadline for A/P and A/R  
• Invoices  

• Credit memos 

• Deliveries 

• Returns 

    

4 Perform inventory count     

5 Reclassify business partners and bank 
accounts with a negative balance 

    

6 Close period 

Change period status to Closing Period 
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No. Task RSP Check 
Available 

Responsible Date Completed 

7 Perform reconciliation 

• Internal reconciliation upgrade 
journals 

• Business partners 

• Fixed assets 

• Bank statements and bank and 
cash accounts 

• Allocation and expense clearing 
accounts 

• Inventory accounts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

8 Determine accruals and valuation 

• Accruals (including revenues for 
undelivered A/R reserve invoices) 

• Assets under construction 

• Depreciation 

• Valuation of foreign currencies 

• Material valuation 

• Work in progress 

• Allowances 

    

9 Provisions and transfer postings     

10 Posting deadline for general ledger     

11 Reporting 
Create and print reports 

    

12 Period-end closing 

• Restart document numbering. 

• Create new periods for the new 
fiscal year. 

• Change fiscal year in fixed assets. 

• Perform period-end closing. 

    

13 Final closing of the old period  

Change the period status to Locked. 
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Copyrights, Trademarks, and Disclaimers 
© Copyright 2009 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 
 
The current version of the copyrights, trademarks, and disclaimers at 
http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation is valid for this document. 
 

http://service.sap.com/smb/sbocustomer/documentation
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